
  

Your end of term project is to produce 
something to REVIEW and APPLY your 

learning from our Spring Theme—Globe 
Trotters 

  

 Choose from the following activities: 

 A non-chronological report on a country of 
your choice or any famous landmark or the 

Seven Wonders of the World  
Or  

A persuasive leaflet encouraging people to 
visit your dream destination—this could be 

anywhere in the world that you have re-
searched 

Or 
An advert to visit a famous attraction / tour-
ist destination / landmark across the world 

 
Make sure this is in your neatest hand-

writing and best presentation as they will be 
going up on display. 

 
 

  

Our Learning Journey is…. 

A surprise 
We will  NOT be telling you the theme in 

advance , but keeping it a secret until our 
FIRST TUESDAY BACK—which will be an  

exciting day called a... 
STUNNING START 

  
During the Easter break you will need to 
prepare to find up to 10 items that are pre-
cious to you and put them in either a ruck-
sack or any other type of bag. Avoid tech-
nological items. 
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Create a questionnaire to find out how many 

people already know about Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals, and what you can do to promote 

further awareness amongst your family and the 
wider community. 

   
Persuasive Advertisement  

Make a short video on a phone or ipad, or con-
tinue to work on your PowerPoints about the 

Sustainable Development Goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Or your could make a giant poster encouraging 
passerbys on how they can help with the SDGs 

on a community level. 
 
 

 Mental health and Wellbeing 
 

Ensure you are looking after yourself and your 
loved ones over this Easter break.  

  
 Some activities to try out:  

Now the weather is picking up, why not make 
up a new game to teach to the class when you 

come back to school?  
Why not go on the BBC Good Food website, and 

try out a new healthy recipe? 
Why don’t you try and learn a poem off by 

heart, and be ready to perform once you come 
back? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Remember to visit Bug Club and the school  
E-Library to read widely. 

 
 

https://68811a23-7799-4703-9434-d3e2639e2daa.filesusr.com/ugd/572191_c7f255d6b8c44c5fb3200cf1cf1d2896.pdf

